Authorization (COAs) to operate [small unmanned] public aircraft." 9 This ruling grants government safety agencies a direct, expedited process to obtain a COA' 0 to fly small, unmanned aircraft "within the line of sight of the operator, less than 400 feet above the ground, during daylight conditions, inside Class G (uncontrolled) airspace and more than five miles from any airport or other location with aviation activities."" The FAA's actions have led to public expressions of both delight and concern. Drone acolytes believe the future will behold robotic aircraft that deliver tacos, "sell houses, shoot movies, and assist local police in chasing suspects."' 2 For proponents of commercial drones, these rulings come none too soon. In some jurisdictions, local law enforcement groups have forced commercial operators of drones to ground their aircraft because commercial operations could create a "potential safety hazard."
Police have told commercial operators that their operation of drones without authorization could "violate federal aviation policy." 4 Meanwhile, local governments wait anxiously for the FAA to formally bless their operation of taxpayer-funded drone aircraft. Drone skeptics raise concerns about privacy 6 and law enforcement overreach. 17 The New Yorker recently published an article regarding drones. 18 The article expressed ethical concerns regarding the development rationale and domestic use of drones.' 9 In June 2012, Representative Rand Paul (R-KY) introduced a bill restricting the ability of police to use drones without a search warrant. 2°D rones, in both their presence on the home front and their impending regulation, have made the prime time. Perhaps the most expedient problem regarding the peacetime use of drones is simpler: the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 is written in a manner that encourages the inadvertent construction and operation of unnecessarily dangerous flying machines.
Currently, the FAA officially "ban [s] the widespread use of drones because of concerns that the unmanned planes cannot see other planes and could cause a crash. ' '2 1 However, a careful reading of the history of aviation regulations reveals that the FAA has a duty to provide a much more comprehensive certification framework. 22 The FAA is expected to qualify the design, manufacture, maintenance, and operation of drone aircraft. 23 Robotic flying machines should be proven airworthy before the government allows their operation over populated areas. Airworthiness covers both the basic engineering and assembly of (Jan. 27, 2012) . According to this briefing, much of the current discussion at the FAA regards the need for drone aircraft to provide visual "sense and avoid" capability rather than basic airworthiness. the flying machine, as well as its repair and maintenance. 24 The Los Angeles Times reports that some military drones suffer unusually high accident rates-high enough for the military to refrain from using these specific drones until corrective action has been accomplished. 25 While the military procurement of immature technology for use in combat is necessary in order to defend our nation overseas and protect our soldiers in the battlefield, is it wise to permit the broad use of this sort of flying machine on the home front during peacetime? Government should ensure that robotic flying machines are owned and operated by law-abiding citizens. Drones should not fall into the hands of terrorist organizations through inaction. While robotic aircraft may or may not be piloted in the conventional sense, they respond to human commands. The people controlling these devices should be vetted according to the same high moral standards as are our nation's private and commercial pilots. 26 This monograph reviews the history of federal aviation regulations, documents the reasoning behind the legal features deemed essential when experts promulgated aviation law in the 1920s, traces how these laws have evolved over the intervening ninety years, and discusses what features of legal and regulatory precedent apply equally to human-piloted and roboticallypiloted aircraft. In addition, this monograph suggests the appropriate breadth of upcoming federal regulations for unmanned aircraft. There is a need to establish consistent, national standards to certify and operate robotic aircraft. In their absence, a patchwork quilt of inconsistent local laws could prove detrimental to the viability of this emerging industry.
When Congress requires a federal agency to deregulate an offshoot (robotic flight) of an otherwise pervasively regulated industry (manned commercial flight), our government has chosen to abrogate a role deeply rooted in our nation's traditions and history. Because manned aviation law draws its foundational legal principles from maritime and admiralty law, older forms of jurisprudence whose federal roles are explicitly stated in the 24 The federal government pervasively regulates aircraft design, manufacture, repair, and operation by publishing an elaborate set of rules in Title 14 of the C.F.R 7 In addition, the FAA regularly releases clarification and policy documents in the form of agency orders, advisory circulars, and notices-to-airmen (NOTAMs).38 While not legally binding in the same manner as formal regulations, these documents inform those in the aviation business of the government's official position on specific regulations." 9 While only Congress can amend the U.S. Code, under the Administrative Procedure Act, the FAA may alter, remove, or add new regulations. 40 To do so, it posts a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) in the Federal Register. 4 After a comment period, the FAA must respond to, and address the concerns of, the participants. 4 2 If the FAA is satisfied that the proposed rule adequately responds to the received comments, it publishes the final rule in the Federal Register. 4 3 The rule becomes effective thirty days after publication and is published in the next edition of the C.F.R. Because federal aviation regulations were established in the 1920s, these laws have been part of the Code of Federal Regulations since its inception in 1938. 45 The FAA and its predecessor agencies followed contemporaneous government requirements when promulgating regulations. 46 Many regulations in today's C.F.R. trace directly to those first published in 1938. 47 Due to an administrative reorganization of Title 14 in 1966, the early legislative history of the federal regulations is obscured to the casual observer. 4 " For eighty-six years, the FAA and its predecessor agencies have comprehensively certified the basic design, manufacture, repair, and operation of aircraft. 4 9 Since 1926, the federal government has followed procedures to ensure that operational aircraft are airworthy. 5°F ollowing the certification process already established in the United Kingdom 5 ' and France, 52 the U.S. federal government certified the basic engineering of a specific aircraft design under an "Approved Type Certificate. ' 53 To obtain this certificate, the designer bore the burden of proof to convince the government that the basic design was airworthy. 54 The process required the designer to supply significant engineering details to the government. 5 would the government issue a type certificate for a specific design. 56 Once a type certificate was issued, the burden of proof would again shift to the manufacturer. 57 Only upon comprehensive inspection would the government certify the airworthiness of any specific airplane built to the "type specification" with an "Airworthiness Certificate. '58 The federal government would certify mechanics and repair stations under a watchful eye. 59 The federal government would also "license" pilots for either "commercial" or "private" operations. 60 Today, these basic mechanisms for certification of design, manufacture, repair, and operation function smoothly. The accident rate, particularly among domestic "common carrier" commercial airlines, is remarkably low. 6 ' In the eighty-six years since the passage of the Air Commerce Act of 1926, commercial aviation has transformed itself from an inherently dangerous activity to our nation's safest form of transportation. 62 C. FEDERALISM interstate commerce. 6 6 The local constabulary must enforce the law "with respect to the act of flying and with respect to the business of flying within state borders. ' 67 Thus, federal aviation regulations have not fully preempted state law. 68 In the earliest days of aviation, individual states passed a patchwork of inconsistent aviation laws. 69 States largely harmonized their essential aviation laws by adopting elements from the Uniform State Law for Aeronautics, a series of durable and extensible model laws developed by committee in 1923.
T It defines "aircraft" broadly as any "vehicle used for navigation through the air." 7 The model law makes no requirement for an aircraft to feature wings or a pilot. 72 The model law declares the ownership of space above the lands and waters of the state to be vested in the several owners of the surface beneath, subject to the minimum altitude governed for lawful flight by other statute or regulation." The model law assigns primary liability for damages to the owner of the aircraft, creates a default state jurisdiction for any crimes or torts committed while in flight over the state, and permits criminal and civil penalties for infractions. 4 Since the 1920s, each state has tailored its aviation laws. For example, the model-law-inspired statute found in the General Laws of the State of California (dated 1924-prior to any federal regulation) declares, "no aircraft shall be flown . .. unless said aircraft is registered. ' '86 Among its many provisions is a section dedicated to "Unmanned Aircraft Systems. ' 87 This section specifically commands the FAA, "in consultation with representatives of the aviation industry," to develop a plan to integrate "civil unmanned aircraft systems into the national airspace system."88
A. CONGRESS HAS INSTRUCTED THE FAA TO ISSUE CERTIFICATES OF WAIVER OR AUTHORIZATION, INSTEAD OF

FORMAL AIRWORTHINESS TYPE CERTIFICATES, TO ENABLE OPERATORS OF SERIES-PRODUCED DRONES TO FLY
Section 331(2) of the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012, in conjunction with Section 333(b), details how a COA can replace a formal type certificate or airworthiness certificate. It is by this mechanism that the FAA will permit unmanned aircraft to operate in the national airspace. 8 9 This is troubling because it enshrines the idea that unmanned aircraft are exceptional and that they do not need to satisfy reasonable requirements for airworthiness developed over the past eighty-six years by the FAA and its predecessor agencies. 9 '
B. CONGRESS REQUIRES THE FAA TO PROMULGATE A LIMITED SET OF RULES TO EXPEDITE CIVIL DRONE OPERATIONS
The FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 features several inconsistencies. For example, the Act requires the FAA to establish a "phased-in approach" to integrate civil unmanned systems into the national airspace and to create "a process to develop certification, flight standards, and air traffic requirements for civil unmanned aircraft systems," but only for use at test ranges. 9t This is incongruent with a command to "allow a government public safety agency to operate unmanned aircraft" under certain circumstances within ninety days of enactment of legislation.
9 2 Section 332(b) (1) of the Act requires the FAA to produce "a final rule on small unmanned aircraft systems that will allow for civil operation of such systems in the national airspace .. . , to the extent the systems do not meet the requirements for expedited operational authorization. ' " 9 This command seems consistent with the idea that unmanned systems need not comply with even a tailored subset of airworthiness standards. But this command is inconsistent with the well-established burden-ofproof process by which a manufacturer delivers an aircraft with a proper airworthiness certificate. " C.
CONGRESS MANDATES THAT THE FAA SELECT AND FUND
CIVIL DRONE TEST RANGES
The FAA recently published a "request for comment" regarding its plans to establish six test ranges for unmanned aircraft development. 9 5 While this effort is worthwhile, Section 332(c) (2) (B) of the Act seems to focus on a certification standard for flight operations at the test facility rather than a certification standard for the design or manufacture of the unmanned aircraft tested at the facility. 9 6 Again, the wording of the statute seems consistent with the idea that unmanned systems need not comply with even a tailored subset of airworthiness standards. Practically speaking, Congress has forced the FAA to grant select users a waiver to operate otherwise uncertified aircraft in the general public airspace. 9 8
D. CONGRESS SPECIFICALLY COMMANDS
The Act constrains the discretion of the FAA to implement the broad range of regulatory standards carefully crafted over decades to ensure the safe and reliable operation of piloted aircraft. 9 9 In general, the Act defines "model aircraft" so broadly as to encompass airframes that may be otherwise indistinguishable from a commercial or military drone. In addition, "operation by exemption" does not appear to be a temporary, interim provision; the Act treats it as a permanent carve-out for technology to be functionally exempt from FAA regulation. 0 0 These rules forbid the FAA from regulating any non-commercial (hobbyist) unmanned aircraft, no matter what its size, and seem to open the door for certain unsavory elements residing within our nation to produce large, ostensibly hobbyist airframes for use as weapons. 1 '
III. WHAT ARE DRONES AND WHAT COMPRISES THE NATIONAL AIRSPACE?
The media uses the word "drone" to refer to a wide variety of unmanned flying machines. This technology is not new; it was present in a primeval form at the time federal aviation law was 97 Id. § 336(a). One would assume that a "community-based organization" might be the Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems International (AUVSI World War, Nazi Germany deployed large numbers of V-1 "buzz bombs."' 1 8 These early cruise missiles were bomb-laden aircraft with an autopilot pre-programmed to fly from launch to an explosion at a specific destination. 10 9
After the Second World War, hobbyists constructed many home-built, radio-controlled (R/C) airplanes. In the United States, these operators were largely unregulated and voluntarily complied with rules set up by the Academy of Model Aeronautics. 1 0 The government expressly encouraged hobbyist use: the radio frequency spectrum for radio control allocated by the Federal Communications Commission,"' while the FAA issued guidelines regarding the permissible conditions for flight of R/ C aircraft. Initially, the press colloquially used the word "drone" to refer to large, radio-controlled, remotely-piloted military aircraft such as the Global Hawk, Predator, and Reaper. These drones have seen considerable overseas use before, during, and after the Sec- ond Gulf War.' 2 ' Today, media reports use the word "drone" to refer to all types of radio-controlled, remotely-piloted, semi-autonomous or fully-autonomous aircraft, including hobbyist radio-controlled airplanes. The government classifies the skies above our nation into several categories. The government's default position is to classify "navigable airspace" as the sky beyond a minimum safe altitude above the ground. 121 However, the government may classify airspace as "prohibited," meaning that no flight operations may take place in the sky above certain land without the express permission of the government. 124 Additionally, the government may classify airspace as "restricted," where the government may limit the operation of aircraft between designated times and altitudes above certain land. 25 Otherwise, the government classifies airspace among six categories: Classes A, B, C, D, E, and G. 126 Class A airspace typically comprises airspace above the United States and its coastal waters from an altitude of 18,000 feet above sea level to a pressure altitude of 60,000 feet.
127
In this region, all pilots and aircraft are expected to conform to the "rating requirements, operating rules and equipment requirements" of 121 Commercial airliners on take-off, climb-out, descent, and approach to major airports operate in Class B airspace."' Class C and Class D typically comprise airspace around secondary airports. 32 In this region, all aircraft operations are "subject to operating rules, and aircraft equipment requirements" of 14 C.F.R. § 91.1-3 Commercial airliners on take-off, climb-out, descent, and approach to major airports may operate in Class C airspace, but flight operations by student pilots are no longer restricted. 134 Class E typically comprises all other airspace between 14,500 and 18,000 feet above sea level with limitations so that in very mountainous terrain, it never extends closer than 1,200 feet above the Earth's surface.
13 5 Aircraft during climb-out and descent may pass through Class E airspace as they transition from flight in Class A to Class B, C, or D airspace. Class G comprises all other airspace less than 1,200 feet above the Earth's surface. 137 Class G airspace is uncontrolled airspace; it is not directly regulated by any specific provision in the and descent may pass through Class G airspace en route to flight in other regions of airspace. 14°H istorically, courts have ruled flight at excessively low altitudes constituted trespass of a landowner's property. ' 4 In Ciraolo, the Supreme Court held that warrantless, visual surveillance from a police aircraft flying in navigable airspace did not constitute an unreasonable search. 4 5 Similarly, in Riley, the Supreme Court held that warrantless searches made from a police helicopter flying at an altitude of 400 feet was not an "unreasonable search" because Title 14 permits helicopters to "be operated at less than the minimums prescribed... if the operation is conducted without hazard to persons or property on the surface." ' 14 6 In addition, 14 C. Although VFR operations do not directly require the pilot to contact a control tower, the FAA recommends that the pilot communicate with air traffic control personnel for "awareness and safety." 1 1
Under IFR, the aircraft may fly in favorable or unfavorable meteorological conditions, as well as at night." 5 2 To fly under IFR, the operator must file a flight plan with the FAA before departure. 53 IFR flight requires a comprehensive set of equipment, including a transponder and VHF radio. 154 While pilots may use Global Positioning System (GPS) equipment in a supplemental capacity, the aircraft must follow verbal commands given by federal air traffic controllers.
1 55 Radio communications include air traffic clearances (authorization to fly at a specific altitude), specific navigational instructions (change in heading), and separation services (requests to fly at specific speeds to avoid potential collisions). The General Atomics Predator, used by the U.S. Air Force overseas and the U.S. Customs and Border Protection at home (see Figure 1) include production drones such as the U.S. Air Force's RQ-11B Raven (see Figure 2 ).163 They are much smaller than manned aircraft, and they do not operate from conventional runways.' 64 These unmanned flying robots perform missions to unexpected locations. Their existence and utility depends entirely upon the capabilities of miniaturized electronics. 6 5 They are not typically flown by joystick, but rather fly missions where the operator interacts with a computer that directs the control of the aircraft.
166
Other drones feature more exotic configurations, such as quadrotor configurations (see Figure 3) . The FAA categorizes a drone as an aircraft with "no onboard pilot."' 6 9 The FAA recognizes that drones may be "as simple as a light, hand launched aircraft flown within line of sight of the operator or as complex as a high altitude surveillance aircraft patrolling our nation's borders.' ' 70 The FAA understands that drone aircraft can be as small as a bird or have a wingspan over 240 feet.
171 Impending regulation will cover aircraft that can weigh as little as "four ounces to over 32,000 pounds. 17 2 The FAA has expressed a belief that "regulatory standards need to be developed to enable current technology for unmanned aircraft, and unmanned aircraft operations, to comply with Prior to the passage of the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012, the FAA would issue a "Special Airworthiness Certificate" for a drone by following FAA Order 8130.34.177 This order authorized FAA representatives to grant "experimental airworthiness certificates and special flight permits" to builders and operators of unmanned aircraft. 17 8 Upon issuance of a certificate, the drone was issued a special identification number. 79 However, the certification process to obtain a special, experimental airworthiness certificate diverges widely from the process required to authorize production of a series of piloted aircraft." 1 8 The process does not require extensive design substantiation, but instead focuses on the aviation equivalent of "tire kicking." ' 181 The burden of proof, while still placed on the manufacturer, has been greatly reduced. 174 See FAA, http://www.faa.gov (last visited Sept. 1, 2012) (search the approved type certificate database). 175 
See generally DEP'T OF DEFENSE, MILITARY SPECIFICATION-FLYING QUALITIES OF PILOTED AIRPLANES, MIL-F-8785C (1980); DEP'T OF DEFENSE, MILITARY SPECIFI-
CATION-STANDARD AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS AND PERFORMANCE, PILOTED AIR-CRAFT, MIL-C-5011B(USAF) (1977
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A twenty-five-minute flight occurred outside of Paris, France with two men onboard.' 8 4 The pilots averted near disaster by keeping the balloon envelope from catching fire.
8 5 As burning embers from the air heater scorched the balloon fabric, one pilot took off his coat and beat out the fire.' 86 Although the press acclaimed this first manned flight as a success, it could have ended in tragedy with the fiery death of the brave pilots and significant property damage to landowners below.
7
Early tort treatises describe an 1822 New York lawsuit regarding damages consequential to manned flight. ' In Guille v. Swan, a balloonist landed on private property."" The property owner sustained damages from a crowd that gathered to aid the balloonist. However, it was not until the First World War that public concern focused on the fact that aircraft could be used for offensive as well as defensive purposes. "4 Airships and airplanes could injure citizens when they were employed to attack ground targets. 1
95
Upon the conclusion of hostilities, it became clear that a broad legal framework was needed to regulate both aircraft and aviators in peacetime as well as during war. Consequently, members of the peace conference drafted the "International Convention Relating to the Regulation of Aerial Navigation" (Aerial Navigation Convention).196 Among its provisions was the formal, international agreement that every nation-state "has complete and exclusive sovereignty in the air space above its territory and territorial waters."' 9 7 This sovereignty exists because every nation-state "has the right, for military reasons or in the interest of public safety, to prohibit the aircraft of ... other ... States ... from flying over certain areas of its territory."' 8 As with maritime law, this treaty required every aircraft to "fly the flag" of the state under which it was registered.' 99 In its formative epoch, aviation law developed out of the military need to protect and defend sovereign territory, with a secondary requirement that landowners should be protected against property damages incurred by errant aircraft z .
2 " During this era, the safety of the aviator and the promotion of commerce were at best tertiary goals. The experts drafting the initial federal law wisely decided that the scope of regulation should comprise all facets of aviation: the instrumentalities of aviation (the aircraft), the airmen involved in the operation of the aircraft (the pilots and mechanics), and the rules of the sky. 2 04 These attorneys modeled our federal law upon the principles enumerated in the draft specification from the Aerial Navigation Convention. 2 5 That organization recommended laws that required that "every aircraft... Because aircraft can effortlessly traverse state and national boundaries, a uniform aviation law was preferred to a patchwork quilt of local laws. 20 7 Uniform regulation at the nation-state level was a logical choice due to the underlying need to regulate aviation for military purposes. 20 8 Because federal aerial jurisdiction is not expressly defined by the U.S. Constitution, the inherent federalism of the American system as imposed by the Tenth Amendment raised serious legal issues.
2 "
In the aftermath of Congress's decision not to ratify the [s]tate inspection, licensing, and an approval system with its attendant difficulties, complications and expenses. "222 Because federal aviation regulations were initially promulgated during the Lochner era of Commerce Clause jurisprudence, the oldest rules are dependent upon a much narrower holding of congressional regulatory authority than more recent laws that trace their precedent to Wickard v. Filburn. 22 3 In Swetland v. Curtiss Aircraft, the constitutionality of the Air Commerce Act of 1926 and the Commerce Department's associated rules were held valid and enforceable when applied to aircraft operated in interstate commerce. 24 Similarly, in Neiswonger v. Goodyear, a federal district court held that the federal aviation laws would apply to intrastate commerce insofar as was "necessary. ' Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 but also refused to broaden the constitutionally permissible breadth of Congress's commerce power, 2 2 7 the regulatory power of the FAA appears to remain constitutional.
During the 1920s, attorneys and legislators federalized the codification of "best practices" so that decisions regarding "structural requirements, load factors, workmanship, soundness of materials, suitability of design and flight characteristics [could be made by] technically trained personnel. ' 22 After the passage of the Air Commerce Act of 1926, the Department of Commerce began "a painstaking effort to organize such a system." 229 The Air Commerce Regulations of 1928 represent a comprehensive set of regulations to ensure high-quality basic engineering, manufacture, maintenance, and operation of aircraft. 230 Beginning with the Air Commerce Act of 1926, the federal government enshrined the concept that the basic privilege to fly may be "limited only by the fitness of the aircraft and operating personnel-in the interest of safety to those participating in aeronautics and to persons on the ground. ' 2 3 1 Because the government issues certificates of airworthiness and licenses to competent pilots, flight "must always be associated with privilege instead of right.
'23 2 Flight is not a right, but a "privilege subject to administrative control, the degree of discretion . . . cover [s] more than safety matters-unless the administrative decision has been limited by a very detailed statutory standard. Remarkably, despite the changes in name, the scope of agency regulations has remained consistently broad. The burden of proof for airworthiness has always fallen on the designer and the manufacturer. 236 The FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 aggressively commands the FAA to integrate "civil unmanned aircraft systems into the national airspace system" by compelling it to allow select users to operate drones in the public airspace outside of the traditional airworthiness certification process.
23 7 This is unprecedented because the existing federal aviation regulations controlling airworthiness certification do not differentiate between the commercial and non-commercial utility of a design, nor do they explicitly require a pilot to be onboard the aircraft. 238 Historically, certification standards for aircraft have been based on size and capability. 239 Because local police enforce federal regulations, and all aircraft operating in navigable airspace are expected to have federal certification, the terms of the FAA Modernization and Reform Act that forbid the agency from regulating any non-commercial (hobbyist) unmanned aircraft serve only to confuse matters. Absent willing state participation, federal regulation of the operation of hobbyist, radiocontrolled aircraft probably exceeds Congress's commerce power. 24°C ongress may be motivated by a belief that at least some operators possess a right to fly, as opposed to a privilege to fly, and may be willing to test the constitutional limits of its authority in order to enable that right. With this legislation, the 112th Congress sharply breaks with tradition. 
E. TECHNICAL ISSUES-AIRWORTHINESS OF THE FLYING MACHINE
The requirement for federal airworthiness standards derives directly from the text of the Air Commerce Act of 1926 and remains in effect through modern statute. 2 4 1 With the passage of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, the government required that every aircraft operating in navigable airspace possess a valid certificate of registration. 2 4 2 The basic concept behind federal airworthiness certificates remains good policy.
Since 1926, the federal government has issued several different certificates. The government may issue a "type certificate" to the "designer of aircraft (or [a] component part thereof) certifying that the type (or component), as represented by authenticated data in the form of specifications, descriptions, and drawings . . .has been found to be suitable as a basis for the manufacture of airworthy aircraft... constructed in accordance with such data. ' 243 From its inception in 1926, federal airworthiness standards have required submission of "full particulars of the design and of the calculations upon which the design is based. ' 24 4 By these reporting requirements, the government may demand due diligence from designers in proving that they have engineered flying machines of satisfactory strength. 2 4 5 In addition, airworthiness certification has required a demonstrably competent design of instruments, control-systems, and power plants. 246 The government may issue a "production certificate" to the "manufacturer certifying that he has complied with the prescribed requirements for the production of aircraft (or component part) in quantities of an exact similarity of type, structure, materials, assembly, and workmanship with the specifications, descriptions, and drawings forming the basis of the type certificate. To operate in navigable airspace, an individual aircraft must feature an "airworthiness certificate. ' 24 Nevertheless, an "experimental certificate" may be issued to an aircraft whose qualities of airworthiness remain unknown. 249 These experimental certificates are traditionally issued to allow a test flight of a prototype production aircraft (even if the design has been otherwise "certified" for production based upon analysis and ground test data). 250 They are also granted on a case-by-case basis to owners of specific non-production (or modified-production) aircraft. 251 Possession of an "experimental certificate" denotes that the government has rated the aircraft "satisfactory for purposes of experimentation in flight because inspection on the ground has disclosed no unairworthy feature with respect to structural integrity, workmanship or flight characteristics. ' 2 5 2 The legislative history of this rule indicates a desire for experimental certificates to be issued for "flights to demonstrate whether or not an aircraft is fit to receive [a proper] airworthiness certificate. 253 In recent years, it has been extended to permit flight of a wide variety of home-built and heavily modified aircraft. 254 However, it is not accepted practice for the FAA to allow manufacturers to bypass the formal type certificate process by allowing end users of series-produced aircraft to self-certify under experimental airworthiness certificates. 55 By compelling the FAA to allow otherwise series-produced, but uncertified aircraft to fly in public airspace, the 112th Congress marks a second sharp break with tradition. 256 248 Id. at 11. 
F. TECHNICAL ISSUES-AIRWORTHINESS CONCERNS DUE TO MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
The Air Commerce Act of 1926 authorized the government to inspect and "from time to time, re-rate aircraft as to their airworthiness. ' 257 The Air Commerce Regulations of 1928 require daily pilot inspections of aircraft systems, controls, propellers, and visible structure.
25a These early regulations also require periodic inspections by a licensed mechanic and the results of the inspection formally entered into the aircraft logbook. 25 9 These early regulations strictly restrict the operation of an aircraft with any damage. 2 60 They require government re-certification of an aircraft after repair or reconstruction from any major damage. 261 These rules remain in effect today. 262 
G. TECHNICAL ISSUES-OPERATIONS-MECHANICS STANDARDS
The Air Commerce Regulations of 1928 require aircraft mechanics to be examined and certified according to their area of specialization: engine or airframe. 263 These early regulations specify minimum educational and experiential requirements as well as the need for a certified mechanic to have passed a graded, written test. 264 These rules remain in effect today. 265 
H. TECHNICAL ISSUES-OPERATIONS-PILOTS STANDARDS
The Air Commerce Act of 1926 authorized the government to "provide for the periodic examination of and rating of [all] airmen serving in connection with aircraft. '266 The Air Commerce Regulations of 1928 required aircraft pilots to be examined and certified either as commercial pilots or as private pilots. 267 To attain basic certification, a pilot must demonstrate the ability to take-off, land, and maneuver. 268 Commercial pilots must demonstrate satisfactory skill to fly under certain emergency conditions and in adverse (cross-wind) weather conditions. 269 Pilots must pass a medical examination, a written test, and a practical piloting test. 27 0 Since the 1920s, pilots must pass a background check. 27 I These rules remain in effect today. 7 2
I. TECHNICAL ISSUES-OPERATIONS-AIR TRAFFIC RULES
The Air Commerce Act of 1926 authorized the government to "by regulation . . . establish air traffic rules for the navigation, protection, and identification of aircraft, including rules as to safe altitudes of flight and rules for the prevention of collisions between vessels and aircraft. '' 273 The Air Commerce Regulations of 1928 require aircraft pilots to give way to opposing air traffic through rules regarding how to alter course, speed, or altitude. 274 The initial rules prescribed minimum flight altitudes 2 75
and etiquette for operations on and around active airports. 2 7 6 The rules also require aircraft to run anti-collision lights that are visible at a distance. 277 When operating in controlled airspace, pilots must maintain verbal radio contact with air traffic controllers.
278
The basic rules in place by 1928 remain in effect today.
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The FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012, by compelling the FAA to integrate existing unmanned aircraft into the national airspace system, 2° may create a safety hazard by granting an opportunity for aircraft lacking essential communication, navigation, and identification hardware to inadvertently traverse airspace occupied by an unsuspecting private or commercial aircraft. By this legislation, the 112th Congress makes a third break with tradition. 28 4 In addition, some of the regulations governing the basic piloting skills and airmanship deferred to the electronic control system should be incorporated into the equivalent drone airframe airworthiness standards.
The FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 embraces the idea that drones should integrate into the national airspace system through selective waiver, a procedure technically permissible under the FAA's organic statute. 28 5 This practice has some precedent. Under the Air Commerce Act of 1926, "waivers were granted to particular individuals which in effect gave them permission to do certain things despite the prohibition of the general regulations. ' "286 By the late 1930s, the selective waiver was declared "legally unsound. ' To comply with the political necessity to make the flight, the engineering team frantically modified the airframe to "improve" its performance; they significantly changed the R101 from its conforming design. 294 After two brief test flights and a cursory inspection of the modified airship, the Air Ministry issued a certificate of airworthiness. 295 Lord Thomson declared to the assembled press that the untested, non-conforming vehicle was "safe as a house-except for the millionth chance. ' 2 9 6 He then boarded the airship for its flight to Karachi. 297 Later that evening, he died along with forty-seven other souls in a fiery crash 292 Id. at 101. 293 Id. at 131-32. After the R101 crash, a government inquiry declared that it was "impossible to avoid the conclusion that the RIO would not have started for India on the evening of October 4 if it had not been that reasons of public policy were considered as making it highly desirable that she should do so." RIO] Inquiry Report, GLASGow HERALD, Apr. 1, 1931, at 12.
294 SHUTE, supra note 290, at 101-04. The modifications included cutting the airship in half and adding forty-two feet of length amidship, loosening retaining bracing for the gas bags to allow them to be overfilled, removing significant portions of the flight control system, and removing several large structural elements. ments were made from brass, jewels, and leather. 3 0 ' Today, aircraft are made from exotic composite materials and flown by computers.°2 Overall, the march of technology was aided rather than hindered by federal regulation. In an attempt to limit property damage to persons on the ground, the regulations forced a quantum jump in the reliability of flying machines. Commercially viable, technologically advanced flying machines came as the byproduct, not as the intent of this regulation.
Moreover, these initial Air Commerce Regulations proved sufficiently durable to mature along with technology. The 2012 FAA regulations largely trace their origins to the initial operational and airworthiness regulations from the late 1920S.303 One may posit that drone technology presently exists at an immature level and that broad-based foundational rules will foster its most rapid development. These regulations may be derived from elements already in existence in Title 14.
Today, the FAA is regulated by the Federal Aviation Act of 1958. s°4 The statute mandates that the FAA prescribe and revise "minimum standards governing the design, materials, workmanship, construction, and performance of aircraft, aircraft engines, and propellers as may be required in the interest of safety." 3 5 In addition, the FAA must set "reasonable rules and regulations and minimum standards governing.., the inspection, servicing, and overhaul of aircraft, aircraft engines, propellers . . . [and] the periods for, and the manner in, which such inspection, servicing, and overhaul shall be made. of the supplied data. 1 * The FAA may issue a "production certificate" to the manufacturer of a conforming drone aircraft. 1 ' O The government will certify that the manufacturer can produce the drone using quality materials, assembly, and workmanship. 12° The manufacturer must demonstrate to the government an ability to maintain series production in conformity with the specifications, descriptions, and drawings forming the basis of the type certificate. 13 * The FAA may issue a production drone aircraft an "airworthiness certificate. 31 4 o An "experimental certificate" should only be issued to prototype and one-off drones whose qualities of airworthiness remain unknown.
15
o All series production drones should conform to the design specified by the type certificate. 16 " The FAA should deem flight without a valid airworthiness certificate unlawful. 317 " The FAA should require drones to be maintained at government-authorized repair, reconstruction, and inspection facilities. 1 8 * The FAA should require each drone operator to keep a running operating log, listing all flights, maintenance, and repair. 1 9 * The FAA should certify that all drone aircraft operated in the national airspace are visible to other VFR pilots using collision avoidance lights.
3 2°"
The FAA should certify all "airmen" serving in connection with the drone. 2 ' o The FAA should certify drone operators, which need not have conventional "piloting" skills. Drone operators should still be certified by direct examination for skills in theoretical airmanship as well as practical operating talent. 3 2 2 Background checks should be required. 2 3 o Mechanics and other ground crew should be certified by direct examination. 324 The traditionally tested propulsion maintenance skills may not be appropriate to maintain electrically propelled drones. Background checks should be required. 5 " The FAA should certify that the flight system, including both the aircraft and the ground station, is tamper-proof and operates in a manner that provides conformity with piloted aircraft air traffic rules. Drones may be coming to the sky near you, but the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 does not provide the proper framework for us to celebrate their arrival. The most important flaw in the Act is that it directs the FAA to authorize the operation of drones by mass waiver. This represents a form of public policy repudiated seventy years ago.
A durable federal law for drones in the national airspace must comprise measured, incremental changes to the current framework. It should preserve:
1. the concept of flight as a privilege, not a right; (2011) . The existing federal regulations regarding atmospheric turbulence have been formulated to be appropriate for human-sized aircraft. Very small drones will experience small-scale atmospheric disturbances in a manner entirely different from a drone the size of a conventional aircraft.
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